
Shepard’s® Graphical at Lexis Advance™
helps lead you to better arguments and more recent  
decisions to support your case.    

Every attorney understands how critical it is to cite good law. With Shepard’s® Citations Service, you  
receive comprehensive editorial analysis that provides you with case history and an array of case  
outcomes to help ensure your authorities are good law—and with confidence that you are building 
a stronger case. 

With Shepard’s® Graphical, a Lexis Advance® exclusive, you can see the history of citing decisions in 
an easy visual map or grid format.

Map View
The map view provides an instantaneous picture of a case’s history. The Appellate History Map visually depicts the appellate 
chain of your case (prior and subsequent appellate history). It has features that allow you to zoom in for more detailed viewing, 
trace the direct path between a subsequent event back to your Shepardized™ case, and other features designed to help make  
it easy to use.

Grid View
A full view of Shepard’s treatments for your case can be graphically depicted with the Shepard’s Citing Decisions Grid—an exclusive 
Lexis Advance feature. The citing decisions can be visually illustrated as Analysis By Court and Analysis By Date—in both instances 
providing one consolidated view of the treatments for your case. 
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Analysis By Court shows a breakdown of how each court treats a case by jurisdiction. This bird’s-eye view helps make it easy  
to spot splits of authority.

Analysis By Date shows yearly treatment of a case. This view helps show potential splits of authority by allowing you to see a 
case treated negatively, but subsequently expressly followed. This analysis shows if the case is still “good law” as evidenced by 
the reliance upon it and how the case is viewed by other courts over time.

Selecting an individual cell, row label or column label in either Analysis By Court or Analysis By Date will show a List view with 
Narrow by selections displayed.

Potential split of authority

Potential split of authority

One of Shepard’s key differentiators is that it has the analysis phrase “followed by,” which is critical 
to identifying potential splits of authority.


